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Commercialisation Program Overview

Innovyz Institute is
an emerging leader in the
commercialisation of
ideas, research, products
& services.

A unique feature of our process is that it can accommodate
projects with or without an establishment team, making it
suitable for research centres and universities, as well as for
individuals and companies whether large or small.
Our process is powerful and flexible.
It is manifested in 9-month commercialisation
programs to create up to 10 new companies
at a time, and on occasions, individual worthy
projects.
Think big.
We’re looking for step-change,
not iterative improvement.

Each program has a particular industry
focus, and we accept applications from:
- individuals;
- universities;
- research centres;
- companies whether large or small.

Our program will be a life
changing event. It will be
challenging, it will be fast
and it will be fulfilling.

We turn great ideas
into great companies.
Great companies that do
things that matter.

Advanced Materials
& Manufacturing.
-

Advanced Composites, Polymers, Ceramics and Carbon Materials;
Advanced Energy Materials and Energy Storage Materials;
Interfaces, Electronic Materials and Functional Materials;
Advanced Metallurgical Materials, Powders and Super Alloys;
Materials, and Nano and Wearable Electronic Technologies;
Advanced Manufacturing Techniques, Processes and Equipment;
Additive Manufacturing and Thermal Related Applications;
Robotics and Soft Robotics;
Thin Films and Coatings Technologies;
Photonics and Sensors;
Advanced Chemicals and Chemical Processes;
Engineered Natural Products and Fibres;
Industry 4.0 Technologies, Platforms, Systems and Systems in Systems;
3D Multi-Material Printing;
Digital Twin, Material Modelling, Smart Materials and Engineering Software.

Great companies
become important
players. They’re relevant
to the lives of many.

The Program Structure.
Pre-Program 4-5 Months
The heavy lifting that unearths the shortlist
of candidates.
Applicants may be individuals, universities, research
centres and companies large or small.
Beyond simply opening for applications, our Innovyz
Institute team engage deeply with industry
associations, research insitutes, and our extensive
relationships. For each program, the Innovyz Institute
commercialisation team personally contact and visit
universities and research institutes in Australia that
undertake research with a research program's industry
focus.
This is a time-consuming process, and the only
thorough way to explore current and latent innovation
that lies within these centres.
The application and selection process is a 4-5 month
multi-stage process, during which each selected
innovation passes through six interactions with our
commercialisation team. Through the applications of
various filters and our unique commercial lens, we
seek:
- Innovation that is impactful, relevant to many people,
and by consequence, large markets;
- Founders, researchers or inventors who are coachable,
willing to engage people with skillsets outside their own
and willing to share equity to attract high calibre people
to become part of each participant company’s team at
an early stage, and;
- While a commercially ready prototype is not a
prerequisite at this stage, we require applications that
have proven validation for their core premise.

The selection process occurs in stages. First, those
candidates that require further validations are
eliminated. This is followed by interviews with all
remaining applicants, in person or by video conference.
Finally, a commercial audit is conducted to assess the
impact, market, advantages and potentially defensible
intellectual property or business model. Representatives
of the Innovyz Institute commercialisation team, program
investors, industry experts and program mentors are
then assembled as a selection committee to evaluate the
potential candidates, ultimately refining these to a
shortlist of no more than 15 to be considered for final
selection.

Selection of the final candidates.
The 15 shortlisted applicants will then be provided with
complimentary airfares and accommodation, for up to
two of their lead people, to attend an orientation
weekend at the Innovyz Institute in Adelaide, South
Australia. This is extremely valuable in cultivating a
genuine and ongoing relationship of trust.
Orientation Weekend is where the successful
individuals, researchers or teams meet with the
Selection Committee to explore the program
curriculum and agenda. This weekend provides the
Selection Committee with an opportunity to observe
the way that each attendee interacts in one-on-one
mentoring sessions and under pressure.
On the Sunday afternoon which concludes the
orientation weekend, the Selection Committee selects
up to 10 of the shortlisted individuals, researchers or
teams, who will then be offered entry as participants
of the program. Each must sign formal agreements to
enter the program so that their commercialisation
journey may begin.

The 9-Month Program
Each 9-month program is structured as three
terms featuring:
- Structure and fluid activities with Innovyz Institute;
- Continual iterative refinement of the idea;
- Necessary team additions;
- Creation & evolution of the fundamental value
proposition and business model;
- Market analysis & engagement;
- Industry and strategic partner introductions;
- Brand, marketing & sales strategies;
- Creation of websites & communication assets;
- Presentation training;
- Investment readiness and visibility of investors.
Each term includes intense, individual mentoring from
some of the worlds best industry and technology
leaders, often involving strategic investors. The frequent
and regular commercialisation project team meetings
with the Innovyz Institute commercialisation team lays
the foundation for these mentoring processes.
As global impact is our intent, Innovyz Institute has a
strong and balanced international and national mentor
community. This is critical for participant companies, to
truly understand the unique nature and difference of
potential future international markets. Our international
mentors assist participant companies to rapidly
navigate the unique regional commercial
characteristics of foreign markets and provide specific
insights that enable an accelerated market entry.
Alongside direct mentoring, Innovyz Institute mentors
agree to assist in making appropriate industry contacts
and if possible, introduce participant companies to
potential clients, partners, distributors and investors.
The result is that, at the conclusion of a program,
participants have a sustainable, defensible, validated
technology, product or service embodied within an
appropriate corporate structure, identified markets and
possessing a robust investment Information
Memorandum.

Even when it’s over, it’s not over.
The Innovyz journey does not end with graduation
from our programs. All Innovyz graduates are provided
with ongoing assistance and opinion from Innovyz
Institute commercialisation staff and mentors. Teams
are required to provide annual reports and to invite
Innovyz to participate in Annual General Meetings.

TERM 1
- Agree and set term 1 key performance indicators and
goals with each participant company;
- Evaluate & refine the fundamental technology or IP;
- Gap analysis of each team, technology and business;
- Begin attraction of needed new team members;
- Create the preliminary core business model;
- Test continually and challenge all propositions
such as value, strategy and markets;
- Coaching by mentors with selected industry and
functional strengths suited to new business structures
and challenges;
- Constant assessment & revision against KPIs and goals.
TERM 2
- Agree and set term 2 key performance indicators and
goals with each participant company;
- Continue validation & refinement of business model;
- Continue technology validation & refinement;
- Identify & initiate strategic commercial relationships;
- Define market entry and value proposition(s);
- Investment strategy, succession planning, exit strategy;
- Governance training;
- Business and sales skills;
- Coaching by mentors with selected industry technical
and market strengths;
- Assess against KPIs and goals.
TERM 3
- Agree and set term 3 key performance indicators and
goals with each participant company;
- Refine commercial offering;
- Work with identified strategic partners;
- Develop distribution strategy;
- Develop supply chain/manufacturing;
- Identify early revenue opportunities;
- Progress governance & business skills;
- Coaching by mentors with selected finance and
industry relationship;
- Assess against KPIs and goals;
- Program graduation.

Claim your space
in the future.
Don’t let it
pass you by.

Individuals seeking to apply,
visit www.innovyz.com
Organisations seeking to explore colaboration
with Innovyz Institute, contact info@innovyz.com

